Appendix C: Family Relationships & Addresses

**SLATE**
- K1, K2, K3 addresses are pushed from Slate for Yale College ONLY.

- Relevant relationships are pushed from Slate for all student populations.

**SSB**
- Emergency addresses are entered by students during Term Data Update. They must add “Self” - no other relationships are required.

**Relationship Codes**
- B – Father
- C – Mother
- Etc.

**Addresses by Atyp Codes**
- K1 – First Emergency Contact (Father)
- K2 – Second (Mother)
- K3 – Third (Other)

**SPRADDR**

**SPREMRG**
- Addresses by Priority Order
  - 1 – Name/Address/Relationship Code
  - 2 - Name/Address/Relationship Code Etc.

**SORFOLK**

**SSB (Family Contacts)**
- YC students may update or insert K1, K2, K3 addresses in self-service, but it is NOT part of Term Data Update.

**SSB (Emergency Contacts)**
- All students may update or insert emergency addresses (required to add a relationship code).